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The MANTIS test bed at Cadarache is dedicated to negative ion source developments for 
ITER with the focus on fundamental physics issues (source uniformity, study of the beam 
optics, etc..). The test bed consists of a caesiated ion source mounted on a 2 stage accelerator 
with beam energy capabilities of up to 30 kV. 
The inherent disadvantage of caesiated sources is the migration of Cs from the source to the 
electrode surfaces of the accelerator. It is believed that Ho or Do atoms striking a caesiated 
surface cause the production of H- or D-. Ho leaving the ion source can produce H- on these 
accelerator surfaces.   
Previous measurements at Cadarache have indicated the presence of beam halos.  It has been 
proposed that these halos are due to the H- produced in the accelerator, which are then 
accelerated with “bad” optics.  Beam halos are detrimental for ITER as they can cause 
excessive power loading to the injector beamline components.   
In order to investigate the beam halo and beam optics an emittance diagnostic developed by 
Strasbourg based Institut Pluridisciplinaire Hubert Curien (IPHC)  has been designed and 
installed on the MANTIS test bed.  The diagnostic is of the “Allison Scanner”   type. It was 
originally developed for the injection lines LEBT and MEBT of SPIRAL2 project at GANIL 
(France).  Single beamlets are accelerated from the Kamaboko III ion source and the 
emittance measured downstream of the accelerator.  The emittance diagram measured from 
this caesiated ion source will be used to test various theories proposed to explain observed 
phenomena relating to beam formation and acceleration such as “beam halos” and “hollow 
beams”. 
A Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy system (CRDS) has also been installed on MANTIS which 
will allow the quantitative determination of the D- (or H-) density ≈10 mm in front of the 
plasma grid of the Kamaboko III source.  CRDS involves injecting a light pulse into a cavity 
between two high reflectivity mirrors located either side of the ion source.  The decay of the 
light in the cavity (532 nm from a ND:YAG laser with Second Harmonic Generation) is 
determined by the reflectivity of the mirrors and absorption resulting from the photo-
detachment of D- (or H-).  Measurement of the decay time and knowledge of the photo-
detachment cross section allow a quantitative determination of the negative ion line density.  
Details of the CRDS and results of the variation of the D- (or H-) density with the extraction 
voltage and other system parameters will be presented. 
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